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Abstract—Three-dimensional scanning is a task that is highly
important for our modern society and this is translated by a wide
area of knowledge that contains numerous approaches to this
task. As this process is non-trivial, most of the technologies are
expensive, with even the low-cost ones being a great investment
for the regular user. Therefore, this work presents a low-cost
LIDAR-based 3D scanning system that can perform 3D scans
of small objects and reconstruct their digital STL models. The
system consists of one rotating platform and a scanning arc-
shaped structure, which both are actuated by stepper motors.

Index Terms—3D scanning, LIDAR, digital reconstruction,
Simulation, STL

I. INTRODUCTION

Three-dimensional scanning of real-life objects is an impor-
tant task for many areas of society as it allows for interaction
with the digitized replica by software. According to [1], it
makes it possible to generate new objects by 3D printing, fa-
cilitates reverse engineering and replication of artifacts without
risking damaging cultural heirlooms. Also, the image can be
used to create holograms and support applications that require
human body imaging. Moreover, it is possible to scan objects
such as the human body to create animations or support virtual
reality applications [5].

As stated by [2], there are several approaches to 3D scan-
ning, including laser and imagery based scanning techniques.
Laser-based systems are abundant but expensive. Imagery-
based systems, on the other hand, are available between low-
cost, generally low-quality, and expensive higher-quality mod-
ules. One such example for expensive high-quality scanning
system is cited by [5], where for Cultural Heritage projects
the scanning system can cost more than 100K U$.

This paper presents a simulated low-cost 3D scanning
system with a reconstruction algorithm. This system uses a
low-cost LIDAR (Light Detecting and Ranging) device to scan
a point cloud from the object. Afterward, the point cloud is

processed by a reconstruction algorithm that generates the STL
file.

A brief state of the art is described in Section II. Section
III describes the 3D scanning system, how it works, and the
reconstruction algorithm. The results are described in Section
IV. Finally, the conclusion and future works are stated in
Section V.

II. STATE OF ART

As briefly mentioned in I, 3D scanning has a diverse
spectrum of applications with a wide object scale size. This
chapter will provide some recent related works in this area of
knowledge. For a complete survey on the area, the reader is
referred to [4], [9]. As previously mentioned in Section I, this
work uses a LIDAR laser rangefinder. This device basically
works by emitting a laser pulse to the object, and the distance
between the transmitter and the reflecting surface is computed
by the travel time from the transmission and the reception [13].
These sensors use small rotating mirrors to scan an angular
range, measuring the distance at specific angle intervals. There
is ongoing research to develop more efficient and low-cost
measurement instruments, such as low-cost LIDARs. Authors
in [11], developed a small, low-cost, and light weight LIDAR.
Their device can obtain a 3D range data of 8000 points in 20
Hz with 270 degrees horizontal and 40 degrees vertical views
in indoor and outdoor environments.

A large and low-cost instant 3D scanner was developed by
[1] at the University of North Dakota to create 3D models for
printing and other uses. According to the author, the budget
was about 3500 U$ and most of it was spent on 50 Rasp-
berry Pi’s and cameras. The digital Michelangelo Project is
presented in [6], where it describes the hardware and software
system for digitizing the shape and color of fragile objects.
According to the authors, the system has laser triangulation
rangefinders, laser time of flight rangefinders, digital still



cameras, and software programs to process the data. It is also
stated that their largest dataset contains 2 billion polygons
and 7000 color images from the figure of David. Moreover,
three-dimensional scanning systems with laser time-of-flight
measurement devices are compared for their usability in differ-
ent situations in [7]. The authors contribute with new methods
that allow fast scanning. In addition, a fast 3D motion scanning
with automatic compensation is presented in [8]. Their system
utilizes stereo and active illumination based on phase-shift
for robust and accurate scene reconstruction. Also, a low-
cost LIDAR-based system was developed in [10] to assess
the feasibility of the inexpensive LIDAR sensor in leaf trait
extraction. Furthermore, a 3D scanning system for deformable
objects that utilizes only a Kinect sensor is described in [12].
Their system permits a good amount of nonrigid deformations
during the scanning process and achieves high-quality results
without restricting too much the user or camera motion.

III. METHODOLOGY

The simulation environment used is the SimTwo simulator, a
realistic simulator that uses rigid-body dynamics and simulates
non-idealities and dynamic constraints from the real-world.
For more information about the functionality of Simtwo, such
as its features and how it works, please refer to [14]. The 3D
scanning system is composed of a rotating platform, where
the object will be scanned, and the scanning structure. The
rotating platform is actuated by a stepper motor with a simple
PID control. It is important to note that not only the real-world
dynamics are simulated, but noise is also present. Finally, the
scanned objects are described using the XML defined by the
SimTwo simulator in its scene editor. The object description
includes, but is not limited to: color, centroid pose, mass, size,
type, centroid orientation, among others. Left illustration from
Figure 1 illustrates the simulated scanning system.

The simulated world’s reference system is indicated by the
green arrows on the floor. The x axis is located in the right
under the corner of the figure. The y axis is displayed in the
upper right corner. The z axis is invisible for display purposes
but can be computed using the right-hand rule. In addition,
the scanning structure is invisible for simplicity reasons. The
gray cylinder represents the LIDAR device, displayed by the
orange arrow. The grey cube at the bottom represents the
rotating platform, represented by the white arrow. Finally, the
polyhedrons and the sphere on top of the platform are the
objects to be scanned, represented by the cyan arrow.

The scanning system works basically in two steps. First,
the object is scanned and a point cloud file is generated.
Afterward, this file is read by a software program that was
developed to reconstruct the digital object model. The first
step is explained with more details below.

A. Laser scan

When the scanning process begins, the platform starts
rotating in a known constant angular speed. At the same time,
during each platform revolution, the LIDAR device scans the
object in the plate at a certain angle in the arc-shaped structure.

After each revolution from the platform, the scanning structure
performs increments in the arc’s angle, that is, in relation to
the XY plan. This way, during each revolution the device will
scan new information until it reaches 90°. In this sense, the
angular speed from the platform, the increment size in the
scanning structure, and LIDAR operating frequency are ways
to regulate scanning resolution.

As LIDAR returns the distance between the obstacle and the
emitter, it is crucial to know the distance between the center
of the rotating plate and the scanning device. Moreover, it is
important to note that the rotating speed mustn’t be too high
because the objects can slip, affecting the device scan, thus
the digital object reconstruction.

The scanning operation generates a text point cloud file that
contains information about the 3D Cartesian coordinates of
each point in relation to the rotating platform reference frame.
Figure 2 displays an example of a point cloud file generated
from a scanned cube object.

Fig. 2: Point cloud of the scanned object. Visualized in
MeshLab.

The angular speed of the rotating plate affects the resolution,
as can be clearly seen on the sphere’s parts that are obscured
by the bigger cube. Nevertheless, even with the noise and
uncertainty of the LIDAR device (modeled in Simtwo), the
point cloud shows a great resemblance of the ”real-world”
object. It is expected, as this point cloud has 32402 vertices.
It was used the open-source MeshLab software to visualize
the data.

During the scanning procedures, the points are gathered us-
ing cylindrical coordinates, as its advantageous trigonometry-
wise, given the system’s structure. Therefore, the total distance
between the LIDAR transmitter and the center of the rotating
plate is always the same, as the radius of a circumference arc
is equidistant. Right illustration from Figure 1 illustrates the
scanning system from a side view.

The distance obtained by the LIDAR device is represented
by the dark red line. Thus, the XY plane projected difference
between the total distance and the distance obtained by the
current scan is ρ, which is represented by the light red line in
the right illustration from Figure 1. The projection is computed
using angle φ, represented in the illustration. The angle of



Fig. 1: Left figure: Simulated 3D scanning system in Simtwo simulator. Right figure: Side view illustration of the 3D scanning
system.

the rotating plate is θ, which is omitted from the figure,
as it is a side view. Finally, with φ, Z is computed. After
this, with simple trigonometry, it is possible to compute the
transformation to the 3D Cartesian’s coordinate system from
the cylindrical system in relation to the platform’s reference
coordinate frame.

B. Object reconstruction

The reconstruction algorithm generates the meshes taking
into consideration the way the scan was done, i.e, n columns
of points from lowest to the highest angle of φ. With this
in mind, the meshes are built taking two adjacent columns
per iteration. Specifically, two meshes are built for every four
points of the adjacent columns, two points for each column. In
other words, in the same way, a square can be divided in two
triangles, two triangles are built with four points for every two
adjacent columns. Therefore, the normal vectors are computed
by cross-products to generate the orientation information for
each triangle, and afterward, they are stored in an STL file.

This process will generate the meshes for the vast majority
of the object. However, the bottom layer and a tiny space of
the top layer of the object will not be generated. The reason
this happens for the bottom layer is straightforward, as the
scanning system assumes that the scanned object has a flat
bottom layer, needing only two degrees of freedom to operate
(φ and θ). However, Figure 3 displays the top behaviour.

Fig. 3: Top layer of the scanned object. Visualized in MeshLab.

As can be noticed, the top layer is not computed because
of the limitations of the system’s structure. It doesn’t matter
the size of the resolution, always a tiny circle will be left out.
Thus, the bottom layer and the top layer meshes are computed
by averaging the position of all the points of the current Z and
then creating the meshes with one vertex of the triangle being
the averaged point, i.e, the center of the ”open” space. Another
behaviour that can be noted, is the discontinuations between
each step from the scanning structure. This happens because
the rotating plate does not stop for each step increment. To
address this, the rotating plate would need to be synchronized
with the scanning structure and stop the rotation at each
increment.

As this system works with small objects and the resolution
is very high, this simple solution is acceptable. After the
computations, all the meshes are stored up in two STL files,
one with the ASCII format for visibility purposes and the other
with the binary format.



IV. RESULTS

It was scanned three arbitrary objects with a resolution of
1 degree in the scanning step size. The rotating platform was
configured to rotate at an angular speed of 25 deg/s.

For the first example, the scan procedure took approxi-
mately 21 minutes and the STL generation procedure took
approximately 2.4 seconds. The scan procedure takes a lot
of time because the resolution is high. If the resolution was
5 degrees, for instance, the scan time would be just four
and a half minutes. This can be easily computed with the
rotating angular speed, resulting in 14,4 seconds to complete
a revolution. Finally, the LIDAR device was simulated with
a 40 Hz frequency of operation. Figure 4 displays the point
cloud from the first example.

Fig. 4: Point cloud of a scanned cube. Visualized in MeshLab.

It is clear that even with the rotating pattern, the overall
structure of the object appears intact. Figure 5 presents the
digital reconstructed object.

Fig. 5: Reconstructed STL from the point cloud from the first
example. Visualized in MeshLab.

The sharp edges are produced by the way the points are
scanned and reconstructed. There are two ways to address
this and maintaining the reconstruction algorithm. One is by
increasing the resolution, which will just mitigate the problem.
The other is by applying a filter to the point cloud.

The length, width and height of the STL cube were mea-
sured in MeshLab and compared with the simulated and are
described in Table I.

TABLE I: Measurement difference of the first example.

Length (%) Width (%) Height (%)
0.19 0.17 1.04

The dimensions of the first simulated object were 0.2 ×
0.1 × 0.1 m (L x W x H). As can be seen from Table I, the
differences are minimal.

A more complex object was scanned and reconstructed for
the next example. It is composed of several regular polyhe-
drons and a sphere. This point cloud was already presented
in Figure 2. The discontinuity between the sphere and the
center cube can happen for three reasons. The angular speed
of the rotating plate, the operation frequency of the LIDAR
device and by the geometry of the object creating shades from
the LIDAR point of view. Figure 6 displays the result of the
reconstruction algorithm.

Fig. 6: Reconstructed STL from the point cloud from the
second example. Visualized in MeshLab.

This example took roughly the same time to scan and
generate the STL files.

The differences between the measurements and the actual
simulated objects are described in Table II.

TABLE II: Measurement difference of the second example.

Object Length (%) Width (%) Height (%)
Center cube 0.16 0.13 1.07
Side cube 1.02 1.06 0.97

Radius (%)
Sphere 3.89

The dimensions of the center cube are identical from
example 1. The other two objects, namely the sphere and the
side cube, have 0.05 m (R) and 0.01 × 0.01 × 0.01 m (L x
W x H), respectively. As can be noted, the differences remain
minimal.



Finally, a last example with a different arrangement of the
polyhedrons and spheres is displayed in Figures 7 and 8.

Fig. 7: Point cloud from the third example. Visualized in
MeshLab.

The effects from the rotating platform are more evident the
smaller the size of the object is. This can be clearly seen in
the figure above, as the point lines in the top-most cube are
more curved.

Fig. 8: Reconstructed STL from the point cloud from the third
example. Visualized in MeshLab.

The time to scan the object and generate the STL files was
the same as previous examples. The three examples had 64800
polygons and 32402 vertices. Finally, the point cloud and the
generated STL can be seen overlapped in Figure 9.

Fig. 9: Point cloud and generated STL overlapped. Visualized
in MeshLab.

The overlap shows that the algorithm works as intended,
even showing the behaviour from the rotating platform that
creates the discontinuity from the line points between the
sphere and the center cube.

The measurement differences of this example can be seen
in Table III.

TABLE III: Measurement difference of the third example.

Object Length (%) Width (%) Height (%)
Center cube 0.37 0.71 0.82
Side cube 1.41 1.27 0.34
Top cube 1.04 1.13 0.47

Radius (%)
Sphere 1.72

The only object with new dimensions is the top cube with
0.05×0.05×0.1m (L x W x H). Same as previous examples,
the differences remain minimal.

It is important to note that although errors were introduced
during the point cloud acquisition, STL construction and the
measuring phases, they did not affect in a significant way the
percentage differences.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presented a simulated low-cost 3D scanning
system that is composed of a LIDAR device, and an ac-
tuated platform and arc-shaped brace with stepper motors.
The system is capable of scanning small objects with a
great resolution and precision in a long, but acceptable time
considering the system’s limitations with a budget investment.
The software algorithm is capable of reconstructing the point
clouds generated by the scanning system with very fast speed
with good resemblance of the original real-world objects. The
proposed approach validates the algorithm and the mechanical
solution that is being developed although with the delay of
confinement. For future work, although a filter would smooth



out the sharp edges in the STL files, the reconstruction algo-
rithm needs improvement. The tiny discontinuations between
the scanning structure increments can be mitigated or outright
removed with synchronization between the motors, stopping
whenever the increment occurs. The discontinuations caused
by the platform rotating speed needs to be improved. The
prototype is in the progress of being constructed to be tested
in a real scenario.
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